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Abstract 
Alternating direction implicit iterative methods for the solution of matrix equations of the form X - AXB = C are 
described. A convergence analysis based on potential theory shows that iterating in one direction more than the other can 
give faster convergence than strict alternation of directions. Computed examples illustrate an application to the restoration 
of images degraded by noise. 
Keywords: Iterative methods; Alternating direction; Matrix equations 
I. Introduction 
Let A E ~s×~, B E [~t×t and C E []~s×t be given matrices and consider the equation 
X -AXB=C (1.1) 
for XE  ~s×t. Equations of  the form (1.1) arise, e.g., in Control Theory and are therefore referred 
to as discrete-time Lyapunov equations, or Stein's equations; see, e.g., Datta and Datta [9]. Define, 
for any s × t matrix F = [fij]l<.i<.s,l~j<.t the operator vec : ~×t  ~ ~st by 
vec(V)  : -  [ f l l ,  f iE , . . . ,  f i t ,  f z l , . . . ,  f z t , . . . ,  f~t]z. (1.2) 
Then (1.1) can be written as 
( I  - A ®BT)x  = c, (1.3) 
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where x := vec(X), c : :  vec(C) and ® denotes the Kronecker product. Throughout this paper, we 
denote the spectrum of an r × r matrix S by 2(S), and the eigenvalues of S by 2;(S), 1 <<.i<<,r. It
is well known that 
~.(A ®B T) : {,~i(A)" ,~j(B), 1 <~i<~s, 1 <~j<~t}, (].4) 
see, e.g., [11, 14]. The following result follows readily from (1.3) and (1.4). 
Proposition 1.1. The matrix equat&n (1.1) has a unique solution X E ~s×t if and only if 2i(A). 2j 
(B)¢ 1 for all 1 <.i<.s and l <~j<~t. 
In this paper we assume that the matrices A and B are such that Eq. (1.1) has a unique solution. 
The matrix equation (1.1) can be transformed into a Sylvester's equation 
A'X  - XB'  = C' (1.5) 
in several ways, where A' E ~s×s, B' E ~t×t, and C' E ~sxt, and a variety of numerical methods are 
available for the solution of equations of the form (1.5); see [6, 7, 10, 12, 15, 19, 21, 23, 24, 26, 
27] and references therein. A nice recent review is provided by Wachspress [28]. 
Example 1.1. Let d be a constant such that det(A+dI) det(I+dB) ~ 0, and let A' := (A+dI) -~, B' := 
B(I + dB) -1 and C ' :=(A + dI)- lC(I  + dB) -1. Then Eqs. (1.1) and (1.5) are equivalent. If A -1 
exists, then one can choose d = 0 and the formulas for B' and C' simplify. This transformation does 
not require B -1 to exist. 
Example 1.2. Let d be a constant such that det(I + dA) det(B +dI )  ¢ 0, and let A' := (I + dA)-IA, 
B' := (B +dI )  -1 and C' := - ( I  + dA)-IC(B +dI )  -I. Then Eqs. (1.1) and (1.5) are equivalent. If 
B -1 exists, then one can choose d = 0 and the formulas for A' and C' simplify. This transformation 
does not require A -1 to exist. 
The transformations of the matrix equation (1.1) into a Sylvester's equation (1.5) as described 
in Examples 1.1 and 1.2 are, in general, not attractive if we cannot choose d = 0. The reason is 
that for d ~ 0, the structure of the matrices in (1.5) is typically less simple than the structure of the 
matrices in (1.1). We note that when both A and B are singular, the transformations of Examples 1.1 
or 1.2 cannot be carried out for d = 0. Moreover, when A and B are nearly singular, then it may be 
difficult to determine the matrices A', B' and C' accurately by the transformations of Examples 1.1 
or 1.2 with d = 0. We are therefore interested in developing iterative solution methods for (1.1) that 
do not rely upon an initial transformation to a Sylvester's equation. 
We remark that the direct solution methods for Sylvester's equation presented by Bartels and 
Stewart [6] and Golub et al. [12] can be modified in a straightforward manner to be applicable 
to the solution of matrix equations of the form (1.1). These methods require the computation of 
orthogonal similarity transformations of the matrices A and B in (1.1), and are therefore unsuitable 
when either one of the matrices A or B is large and sparse. 
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The purpose of the present paper is to describe alternating direction implicit (ADI) iterative 
methods for the solution of (1.1). Let X0 be an initial approximate solution of (1.1), and let {aM}~=0 
and {bN}NCC=o be parameter sequences. The ADI iterative methods generate new iterates XM+N by the 
formulas 
M:=M+ 1, XM+N(I--aMB)=(A --aMI)XM+N_IB+C, 
N :=N + 1, (I -- bNA))(M+N =AXM+N-I(B - bNI) + C, 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
where we start with M=N=0.  Either formula (1.6) or (1.7) can be used to determine XM+N 
from XM+N--1. When (1.6) and (1.7) are used in a strictly alternating fashion, the ADI method 
obtained is analogous to the "classical" ADI iteration method for Sylvester's equation discussed by 
Wachspress [27] and Starke [23, 24]. When strict alternation between the formulas (1.6) and (1.7) 
is not required, the ADI method obtained is analogous to the generalized ADI iterative method for 
Sylvester's equation studied in [7, 19]. 
The ADI iterative methods (1.6) and (1.7) are attractive when the matrices A and B are large and 
have a structure that enables rapid solution of the linear systems (1.6) and (1.7) for XM+N for certain 
values of the parameters aM and bN. Banded or Toeplitz matrices are examples of such matrices. 
We discern two reasons that can make the application of one of Eqs. (1.6) or (1.7) more often 
than the other one attractive: (i) it may yield a faster rate of convergence than strict alternation 
between the equations, and (ii) the structures and sizes of the matrices A and B may make the 
computation of XM+N by one of the equations, say (1.6), faster than by the other one. In this case 
the computational effort required to solve (1.1) may be reduced by applying Eq. (1.6) more often than 
(1.7), even if such an approach would result in slightly slower convergence than strict alternation. 
The purpose of our convergence analysis is to shed light on how to select iteration parameters aM 
and bN, as  well as on how to determine a suitable relation between M and N as M ~ oc and 
N--+ oc. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 derives a rational approximation problem associ- 
ated with the iterations (1.6) and (1.7). We remark that this approximation problem is different 
from the rational approximation problems associated with ADI iterative methods for Sylvester's 
equation; the latter are described, e.g., in [19, 23]. In Section 3 we study the convergence of 
the iterative method (1.6) and (1.7) for different choices of the ratio M/N by potential theoretic 
methods. The results suggest several ways of generating iteration parameters aM and bN in (1.6) 
and (1.7), and in Section 4 we present hree algorithms for generating these parameters. Section 5 
describes a novel application of Eq. (1.1) to the restoration of images degraded by noise. Noise 
reduction is carried out by using a Wiener filter and under common statistical assumptions on 
the image and noise, the linear system of equations obtained has the form (1.1). Computed ex- 
amples of image restoration are presented in Section 6, and concluding remarks can be found in 
Section 7. 
We finally note that it would appear possible to apply the results of the present paper to the 
development of efficient preconditioners for the iterative solution of large nonsymmetric linear sys- 
tems of equations with a more general structure than (1.3). This application is presently being 
studied. 
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2. A rational approximation problem 
Let 
A =SAAASA 1, B=SBABS~ 1
be spectral factorizations, where 
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(2.1) 
2j(A)=0, s' <j<~s; 
2j(B)=0, t' < j<. t ;  
(2.8) 
Then Eq. (2.2) shows that the last s -  s' rows and t -  t' columns of/~0 vanish. Moreover, it follows 
from the recursion formulas (2.7) and (2.7) that the last s -  s' rows and t - t '  columns of/~: vanish 
for all d ~> 1. It, therefore, suffices to study the convergence of the leading principal s' x t' submatrix 
Assume for the moment hat 
2j(A) # 0, l~ j<.s ' ;  
2j(B)¢0,  l<<.j<~t'; 
and let 
X0 := C. 
AA = diag[21(A), 22(A) . . . . .  2s(A)], AB -~ diag[21(B), 22(B) .. . .  ,/~t(B)]. 
Let X denote the solution of (1.1) and introduce the matrices ) ( :=SZ~XSB and (7:=SZICSB. 
Then (1.1) is equivalent to 
2 - AA2AB = C, (2.2) 
and the iteration formulas (1.6) and (1.7) can be written as 
M :=M + 1, f(M+N(I -- a~lAs) = (AA -- aMI))(M+N-~AB + C, (2.3) 
N:=N + 1, ( I  - bNA~)ffM+N =AAXM+N-I(AB -- bN I )  + C, (2.4) 
where Xe := SZ1XeSs. Define the error matrices 
Ee:=X: -X ,  E: := )(: - )(, :=0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (2.5) 
and let [[. [[ denote the spectral norm. It follows from 
lIE:l] ~< ]lsj-~ll NSBII IIE, I], IIE:ll ~< IIS~ll IIS; ll I1 :11, 
that if IlEAl and I1 ?:11 converge to zero as d - -+~,  then they converge with the same rate. We can 
therefore determine the rate of convergence of IIE/[ as : ~ by studying the rate of convergence 
of IleAl as :~ .  In particular, in the examples to image restoration discussed in Section 5, the 
matrices A and B are symmetric, and their eigenvector matrices SA and SB can be chosen to be 
orthogonal. Then IIf:ll = I1 ?:11 for all : i>0. 
Substitution of (2.5) into (2.3) and (2.4) yields 
M : -M + 1, ff~M+N(I -- aMAB) = (AA -- aM1)ff~M+N--1AB, (2.6) 
N:=N + 1, ( I  - bNAA)EM+N=AAEM+N-I(AB -- b~I). (2.7) 
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of the error matrices /~t as [--~ cx~. Thus, only the nonvanishing eigenvalues of A and B enter in 
the convergence analysis of the iterative method (1.6) and (1.7). 
We assumed (2.8) to hold in the above discussion. However, this requirement can be removed if 
we assume that each one of the iteration formulas (1.6) and (1.7) is applied at least once. 
We obtain from (2.6) and (2.7) that 
M N M N 
J~M+N -~- 1-I ( AA -- aft) I I  [(I - bkAA)-l AA] Eo H [As(I - ajAB) -1 ] 1-[ (As - bj ) .  
j=l k=l j=l k=l 
Define for any square matrix S the set of nonvanishing eigenvalues Ao(S):= {z • A(S): z # 0}. We 
may assume that /~0 ¢ 0. Moreover, suppose that (2.8) holds, or that M~> 1 and N~> 1. We then 
obtain the bound 
II#M+NII HjM=I IZ aj[ N - l - L=1 Iz - bkl  
liE01[ <zEA°(A)max N ] 1 max . (2.9) l -L=1 z - bkl z Ao( ) I-I =1 I --  ajl 
We would like to determine iteration parameters aj and bk so that the right-hand side of (2.9) is 
small. For our analysis, it is convenient to write the right-hand side of (2.9) in the form 
maxzeA0(a) ]rM, N(Z)[ 
min~Ao,W) IrM, N(Z )I ' 
where Aol(B):= {z: z -1 • A0(B)} and 
HjM=I (Z -- aj)  
rM, N(Z) := l_iN:, (1/(bkz) -- 1)" (2.10) 
We refer to the quantity 
-- , , xl/(M+N) 
lim sup min (max~eA°(A) IrM'N(Z)l 
M+N---*cx~ aj,bk \ minz6Ag,(B ) IrM, N(Z)I } 
(2.11) 
as the asymptotically optimal rate of convergence of the iterative method (1.6) and (1.7). Its value 
depends on the relation between M and N as M + N ~ c~. In our analysis we will assume that 
the quotient M/N is fixed. However, the rational approximation problem (2.11) is meaningful for 
more general relations between M and N, also; we only have to require that M be a nondecreasing 
function of N, or that N be a nondecreasing function of M. We will address the determination of 
a suitable relation between M and N. 
3. Convergence analysis 
This section studies the convergence of the iterative method (1.6) and (1.7). Our analysis is 
based on potential theory and is analogous to the investigations presented in [19, 20] for a rational 
approximation problem related to but different from (2.11 ). 
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3.1. Potential-theoretic background 
We recall some potential-theoretic preliminaries. For general discussions of potential theory, we 
refer to Landkof [18], Stahl and Totik [22] or Tsuji [25]. Given a Borel measure /~ with compact 
support in the plane, we let 
P.(Z):= f l°g lz-~[ du(O 
denote the logarithmic potential of #. If # is a positive measure, then p, is lower semicontinuous 
and superharmonic n the entire complex plane cg and harmonic outside the support of #, denoted 
by supp #. We refer to 
I(l~):= f P.(z)d~(z)= f f log lz l--_~] dP(~)dl~(z) 
as the logarithmic energy of #. More generally, given two Borel measures # and v with compact 
support in the plane, we define the mutual energy of p and v as 
1 (~,v):= f /log~_~ld/4~)dv(z). 
If ~ C ¢g is compact and there exists at least one positive measure /~ with support in .,U for 
which I(/~) is finite, then we say that ~¢~ has positive capacity; the capacity of ~ is defined 
as exp( - in f I (#) ) ,  where the infimum is taken over all probability measures upported in ~'~. If 
I(/~) = + ~ for all /~ with support in oU, then we say that ~ has capacity zero. We can define 
the (inner) capacity of an arbitrary Borel set g to be the supremum of the capacities of all compact 
subsets of g. For compact sets ~ with positive capacity, there is a unique energy minimizing 
probability measure /tot, whose associated potential function p , ,  assumes the constant value I(/~or) 
quasi-everywhere (q.e.) on ~,  i.e., everywhere on sU with the possible exception of a set g C SU 
of capacity zero. The function 
gjc(z) := - pu:~(z) + I(~oc ) (3.1) 
is called the Green function of J((. If gx is continuous, or, equivalently, if g = 0, then we call the 
compact set ~¢" regular. 
Generally, the sets Ao(A) and Aot(B) are not explicitly known, and their computation can be quite 
expensive. We, therefore, replace these sets in (2.11 ) by larger sets that are easier to determine. Thus, 
we assume that compact sets ~ and f# in oK, such that 
A0(A)c~,  Ao l (B)c f#,  ~-N~=0,  0~Uf#,  (3.2) 
are explicitly known. Properties of the matrices A and B can often be used to determine such sets 
Y and f# without computing 20(A) and 20(B). This is illustrated in Section 5. For future reference, 
we also define the set 
f#-i := {z: z -1 C f#}. (3.3) 
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Instead of studying (2.11), we investigate the limit 
lim sup min (max~ ]rM, N(Z)I~ 1/(M+N) (3.4) 
M+N---+oc~ aj,bk ~ minzc~ [rM, N(Z)[ ,] 
which we refer to as the asymptotically optimal rate of  convergence with respect to ~ and f#. 
Let a and b be positive rational numbers. For N,M C ~+, introduce the set SCM := {al,a2,...,aM}, 
whose elements aj are points in ~-, and the set ~u := {b~,bz,...,bN}, whose elements bj are points 
in f9 -1. Define 
maxze~ [rM, N(Z )[ 
E(~CM'~N) :~- minz~ Im, N(z)l ' (3.5) 
where rM, N(Z) is given by (2.10). Assume that M=an and N=bn,  where n C~ +. Let 
#~, := - 6~,  /~N := - 6~/b~, 
n j= l  n .= 
where 6z denotes a measure associated with a unit point mass at z ~ cg. In particular, p~o(Z) = - log Izl. 
Then #~M, fi~, are positive measures of total mass a, b with supports in ~-, f#. We see that 
an 
1 loglrM, N(Z)l 1 ~log lz  aj[ + 1 log 1 1 
n n j= l  n k=l 
ly  loglz a j I+1 log 1 . . . . . .  + b log 
n j= l  n k=l 
---- p~,~ (z) - P~N (Z) + Pbao (Z). (3.6) 
Thus, we have expressed ( l /n) log IrM, N(z)[ in terms of potentials p~,~ and P~N' whose masses have 
supports in ~ and f#, respectively, the same sets that z belongs to in (3.4). 
Let 7 > 0, and introduce the sets ~ :-- {TZ: z E ~} and f#~ := {Vz: z E f#}. For future reference, 
we note that the quantity E(dM, MN) is independent of V, when in (3.5) J~ and f# are replaced by 
and fgr, respectively, and the aj are replaced by 7aj and the bk by bk/7. 
If the sets ~- and f9 are such that Pbao(Z)=-b log Izl is almost constant on each of the sets 
and if, then Corollary 3.2 of [19] suggests that we can take the solution of the following potential 
theoretic problem as an approximate solution of the problem (3.4). 
Problem A. Let Jg denote the set o f  all measures of  the form #- -#~ - #~, where I~,  I~ are 
positive measures of  total mass a, b with supports in ~,  f#. Amon9 all measures # in Jg, determine 
I~o, such that 
in f  p~(z) - sup p,(z) (3.7) 
zEC~ 
is maximal 
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Our motivation for formulating Problem A is that, when ignoring the term pb&(Z) in (3.6), we have 
E(sCM, ~N)  l/n = ( maxze~ I rM,~(z) l  ),/° 
min=e~ ]rM, N(z)[ ) 
exp (sup p~_i.=.(z)- inf p,.-u~.(z)~ 
/ 
=exp( - ( in f  "~" ze~ 
Remark 3.1. As was demonstrated in [19], if a ~ b, then Problem A can have a solution #0, which 
is supported on a proper subset of the outer boundaries of o~ and f~. 
3.2. Modifications of Problem A 
When replacing problem (3.4) by Problem A, we ignore the term Pb~0 in the expression (3.6) for 
-(1/n)log Ir=,N(z)l. Inclusion of this term leads to the modified potential theoretic problem: 
Problem A'. Among all measures It in J[, determine Ixo, such that 
inf p~l+b&(Z) -- sup pu+b~o(Z) (3.8) 
is maximal. The set ~ is defined in Problem A. 
We note that I(ix+b6o) = +cx~ for all IX E ~' .  Thus, we cannot simply solve an energy minimization 
problem over measures in this set in order to solve Problem A' as was done in order to solve 
Problem 3.1 of [19]. However, a formal expansion of the energy integral I(IX + b6o) yields 
I(p + b60)= I(IX~- - IX~ + b60)=I(#~ - IX~) + 2(IX~- Ix~,b6o) + b2I(6o). 
If we omit the last term, then we are led to the following reduced energy minimization problem: 
Problem B. Among all measures IX in ~[l, determine Ixo, such that 
J (#)  := I (#~ - #~) + 2(IX~ - IX~, b60) 
is minimal. 
We will solve Problems A' and B with b60 replaced by an arbitrary signed Borel measure -v,  
whose support is disjoint from ~-U fq. Using the techniques developed in [19], we first show that 
there exists a unique P0 E d¢' that solves Problem B, and that both Problems A' and t3 are solved 
by the same measure. We then conclude, as in [19], that the expression (3.4) is equal to 
exp ( ( i.f 
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3.3. Solution of Problems A' and B 
We first determine the solution of Problem B and then show that it also solves Problem A'. 
Lemma 3.2 below is central for our proofs. It is based on the notion of balayage. Let f2 be 
a bounded open subset of cg with closure f2 and boundary Of 2, and let # be a positive measure with 
support in f2. The problem of balayage is the problem of finding a new measure fi with support on 
0f2 and with the same mass as #, such that 
p~(z) = p,(z) for q.e. z E ~\f2. (3.9) 
If f2 is unbounded but with compact boundary, then (3.9) should be replaced by 
p-~(z) = pu(z) + c for q.e. z E c~\f2, 
where c := f~\o g~\o dp>f0 and g~e\o is the Green function for cg\f2; c.f. (3.1). For discussions on 
balayage; see, e.g., [18, 22]. In the application we have in mind, f2 will be the complement cg\of 
of a compact set of, and we will use the terminology "~ is the balayage of # onto of". 
Lemma 3.2. Let # be a positive measure with compact support. Let -~ be the balayage of # onto 
a compact set off. Then 
f 
P-g<~ P, + I gsd# on cg, (3.10) 
\at 
where gs is the Green function for of. Moreover, equality holds q.e. on of. In particular, 
p-ff>~pu q.e. on J{'. (3.11) 
Proofl See Landkof [18, p. 226]. [] 
It will be helpful to discuss Proposition 3.1 of [19]. We recall the setting of this proposition: let 
d ,~ be two nonempty disjoint compact sets with connected complements in oK, and assume that 
d is regular and has positive capacity. Fix a positive measure #a with supp #~ c ~.  For ~ > 0, let 
s/g~(d) denote the set of positive measures of total mass ~ with support in d .  We first consider 
the reduced energy minimization problem: 
Problem 3.3 (Levenberg and Reichel [19, Problem 3.1]). Determine inf~oa,(~c)J,~(#), where 
Ju,(#) := I(#) - 2(p, #a), 
I(#) := L L 1 log ~ dr(C) da(z) = f .  p.(z) dr(z), 
1 
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Discuss existence and uniqueness of a reduced energy minimizing measure and properties of an 
associated potential function. 
Problem 3.3 is analogous to Problem B, but determines a measure on one set only. Proposition 3.4 
describes its solution. 
Proposition 3.4 (Levenberg and Reichel [19, Proposition 3.1]). There & a unique measure #~, E d//~ 
(~') with J~+(#~¢)=infu~,~)Ju~(#). Moreover, the potential function p~_~ satisfies 
Pu~,-u~(z) <<-~¢ := _1 [i(#~¢) _ (#~¢,#~)], z E supp#~¢, 
p,~_u~(z)>~8~¢, for z q.e. on si. 
In particular, infze~¢ p,+,_u~(z ) = ~¢. 
Proof. See [19]. [] 
Note that Problem 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 allow #~ to have point masses. Moreover, Problem 3.3 
and Proposition 3.4 remain valid also if #~ is a negative measure, indeed, only lower semicontinuity 
of the potential function p~,_u+, near d is required. Thus, we can choose #~ =-b6o ,  and it follows 
that this analog of Problem B has a solution. 
We next describe the solution of Problem A' in the situation when only the measure on one 
set has to be determined in order to illustrate the use of balayage and Lemma 3.2. The following 
proposition is analogous to Corollary 3.2 of [19]. We assume for simplicity that all compact sets 
discussed are regular; then "q.e." can be replaced by "everywhere". 
Proposition 3.5. Let # be any measure in J///~(~). Then 
inf p~_u~(z) <~,  
zEM 
where ~ is defined in Proposition 3.4. 
Proof. Let ~ be the balayage of # onto d*  := supp #~ and let x~. denote the energy minimizing 
probability measure for d* .  Then 
inf pu_,+ - ~+~ ~< !n.f p._.~ - ?~/--- !nf[pu_.~ - p.+._.+] 
= inf.. Pu-.~, ~< !nf. p~_u~, (by Lemma 3.2) 
<~ L+ P-~-u~,dx~* = L .  P~,. d[-fi- II,]=O, 
since f i (d* )= #x(d* )  and p~,. is constant on d* .  [] 
We now turn to the analog of Proposition 3.4, obtained by replacing the set ~'  above by the 
condenser with the "plates" f f  and (¢, and we consider signed measures of the form #~ -#~,  where 
#~ E J la ( f f )  and /~ E ~/b(~). Henceforth, as in Problems A, A' and B, ~ denotes this class of 
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measures. We let v be any signed Borel measure with support disjoint from ~-U (#. In Section 3.4, 
we will choose v = -b6o. 
Propos i t ion 3.6. Let v be any signed Borel measure with support disjoint f rom ~ ~ ft. There is a 
unique measure #o :=/~.~ - #~ ~ J//, such that 
J (#0) := I (#~ - #~) - 2(#~ - p~, v) 
is minimal; i.e., J (#o)<~J(#) for  all p~/ / .  Moreover, the potential function P,o-, 
satisfies 
P~.~ --12~3 - -  v 
P•t  ~ - -  l~  - -  v 
In particular, 
and p ,~-~-v  
{ ~>c~ : :  - ~[ I (#~) -  <#.~,#~) - (#~¢,v)] 
~< c~ 
on supp I~ ,  
q.e. on ~,  
on supp #~, 
q.e. on f¢. 
inf:~ Pu.-~.-v = c~ and sup~ p~¢-~.-v = c~. Moreover, p~._~._v = cj; q.e. on supp #~ 
= c~ q.e. on supp #~. 
Proof. Existence and uniqueness has been shown in [19, Proposition 3.1]. Unicity also follows from 
Lemma 3.11 below. Without loss of generality, we let a := 1. We only prove the first part of the 
proposition; the proof of the second part is similar. Suppose that the set 
:= {z E ~ : p~-~.~-v(z)<c~} 
has positive capacity. Then g = U g., where 
{ 1) 
g. := zEo~"  p~_,~_v(Z)<<.c~- - 
n 
and g. is compact by the lower semicontinuity of P~-u~-v near ~-. Thus, for n large g. has positive 
capacity. We can now find e > 0, such that the set 
d := {z C ~'p , . _ ,~_v(z )<~c~ - 2e} 
is compact and has positive capacity. There is a point x E Y*  := supp#~, such that 
pu. -u~-dx)  > c~ - e, 
because otherwise 
c~ = f~ P~-,~-v d#.~ ~<c~ - e. 
Again by the lower semicontinuity of p~_~_~ near i f ,  it follows that 
P~- , , -v  > c~ - 
in a neighborhood ~ of x. Note that O<rh := #~(q/), since x C f f * .  In view of that d r has positive 
capacity, we can find a positive measure ~ on dr with finite energy and ~(dr)= rh. Let a be the signed 
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measure that equals -p~- on d//and ff on ~z. Then fd t r=0,  so that I(tr)~>0; cf. [18, Theorem 1.16, 
p. 80]. Then, for 0 <h < 1, the measure p~- -  #~ + ha belongs to J / .  Thus, 
0 ~< J (#~ - p~ + htr) - J ( /~  - #~) 
= 2(htr, p~ - #~) + h2I(tr) - 2(htr, v) 
= 2h(o', p~ -#~ - v) + h2I(t7). 
However, 
(a ,#.  - #~ - v) = f~ p.~_.._v da + £ p . . _~_v  dff 
~< r~[c~ - 2e] + r~[-c~ + e] = -end, 
and therefore, 
0 ~<J(#~- - p~ + ha) - J (#~ - #~) ~<h[-2er~ + hi(a)], 
which gives a contradiction if h is sufficiently small. 
To show the inequality on ~* ,  suppose that there are x E~*  and e>O, such that 
pu,_~_~(x) >c~ + e. 
By the lower semicontinuity of  Pu~-~-~ near .~, there is a neighborhood 3¢ of x, such that 
p~,_~_~(z) > c.~ + e, z ~ ~.  
Since x~* ,  we have p~(3e-)>0. Thus, 
a contradiction. [] 
We can now show an analog of Corollary 3.2 of  [19], which will be the basis for our estimates 
of  the rate of  convergence of the iterative method (1.6) and (1.7). 
Proposition 3.7. Let v, c~ and c~ be as in Proposition 3.5. Let q := q~ - rl~ ~ ~g. Then 
inf P~-v - sup P~-v ~< c~ - c~. 
Proof. As usual, let ~* ,  ~* denote the supports of  p~, p~, and let tr°. -o - ° .  be the solution of  
Problem 3.2 of  [19] for ~* ,~*  with a = b = 1. Denote by r/~-,r/~ the balayage of rl~,q~ onto 
i f * ,  f#*. Let ~ := ~ - ~ .  Then 
inf p~_v - sup p~_~ - (c~- - c~) 
<~inf p~-~-supp~-v - (suppu-~-v f  P,-v ) ~. • 
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To verify this last inequality, we use both (3.10) and (3.11) of Lemma 3.2. First, note that 
<<.infp~._~._v-fg,.drl~+fge. 
Similarly, 
Adding gives the result. Continuing, we get 
inf p~- , - suppo- , - (~PP~-v -~f  ~. 
~< inf p(~ _~)_(~_,~) - sup P(~,-u,)-(~-~) 
f~  p(~ _u,)_(~_,,)d[aO _ 0 
*Uf¢* 
~--- f~* LJ~* 
85 
Remark 3.8. Note that we obtain a more general result than the solution of Problem B, because 
v is allowed to be any signed Borel measure with support disjoint from ~-t_J f¢. The special case 
v --- -b60 gives a bound for the rate of convergence (3.4). 
Remark 3.9. Note that the proof of Proposition 3.7 remains valid for any measure r /= q~ - q~, 
where r/~ and r/~¢ are compactly supported positive measures of total mass a and b, respectively, 
p~0,_4 ,  d [ (~ - ~)  - (~  - ~) ]  
= f~. p~o._~o.d(~ - /~) -  f~. p,o._,o, d (~ - #~) = 0, (3.12) 
is constant on each of ~* ,~*  The since ~(~*)  = kt.~(~-* ), ~(~*)  ---- #~(~*) and p~o, _~o. 
inequality (3.12) follows from 
and the trivial inequalities in f~f  + inf~ g ~< in f~( f  + g) and sup~ f + supg g >~ sup~(f  + g), where 
f and g are real-valued functions defined on a set 6 ~. [] 
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since (3.10) and (3.11) remain valid in this case. Thus, the support of t/~ is not required to be in 
i f ,  and the support of r/~ is not required to be in f#. 
Remark 3.10. Corollary 3.2 of [19] shows that 
sup p~ - inf p~ ~> c~ - c~ 
for the case when v = 0. This inequality, although correct, is not the one used in the application to 
the generalized ADI method described in [19]. The necessary inequality is stated in Proposition 3.7; 
cf. also (3.7). 
We will need the following result in Section 3.4 in order to verify that a given "candidate" 
measure in ~/  is the unique solution of Proposition 3.6. 
Lemma 3.11. Let a := cr~ - a~ C Jg satisfy 
{ <~ d~ on supp a.~, 
P~-~-v  >~d~ q.e. on o~, 
{ >>-d~ on supp a~, P~,-~-v <~d~ q.e. on f~, 
for some constants d~, d~. Then a = Po, where Po is defined by Proposition 3.6. 
Proof. For notational simplicity, we omit the subscript of #0 in this proof. We show that I (a -p )=0;  
since o - -# is a signed Borel measure with compact support and total mass 0, it follows that 
I(o- - #) ~> 0 and l (a - #) = 0 if and only if a - /~ = 0 (cf. [18, Theorem 1.16, p. 80]). Consider the 
representations 
and 
I(#)= f p.du= f p._vdu + f 
I(a)=f p da=f p _.da + f pvda 
= acg - bc~ + f Pv dl~ 
= ad.~ - bd~ + f Pv da. 
The key step is to note that 
- p) = I (#)  + 1(o-) - 2 f I (a  
and to estimate 
<.,.>-i....-i..,. 
in two different ways. We have 
f p~dt~ 
p. dp = I(#) + I(a) - 2 / p~ da~>O 
-/.._.,. + / pv,..a..-,.. +/..,., 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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and, similarly, 
fp~drr=fp~_vdg+/p~dg~ac~-bc~+/p~drr .  (3.16) 
Adding Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), and subtracting (3.15) twice yields 
O<<.I(a - #)<~ac~ - bc.~ - [ad~ - bd~] + f p~dtr - f p~d#. 
Analogously, adding Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), and subtracting (3.16) twice gives 
O<.I(rr- #)<.ad,  - bd~ - [ae ,  - be~] + f pvd#-  f pvdrr. 
The right-hand sides of the last two inequalities being of opposite sign shows that I(rr - I~) -~ O. [] 
3.4. Analogs of Fekete and Bagby points 
This subsection describes discrete analogs of Problem B, in which the solution is sought in terms 
of discrete point sets on the sets ~" and f~. The point sets that solve the first discrete problem 
that we consider are analogs of the so-called Fekete points; the latter are related to polynomial 
approximation. For each positive integer n, let f.n := {zl,z2,... ,z,} be a set of n points zj C ~,  and 
let ~//d, := {Wl,W2,... ,Wn} denote a set of n points wj C f~. Let 0<z< 1, and allocate a mass a := "c 
at each point zj. E ~ and a mass b := 1 - z at each point wj C f~. The quantity 
2 I 1 J.(~n, ~¢U.) .-- n(n - 1~ z2 ~ log 
l<~i<j~n Iz , -z j l  +(1 -z )2  ~ l °g lw i -w j l  
1 <<.i<j<~n 
- z ( l  - z) log iz i _ wj~ 
i,j=l 
igj 
S=l ~z~]" - (1 - z )~ l°g  
j=l 
is a discretization of the reduced energy integral J(/.t) of Problem B. Let 
and 
inf On(~-~, ~)  := c Jn(~n,'~nn) (3.17) 
D(~,  f~) :-- lira supDn(~-, f~). 
n----+ OO 
Proposition 3.12. D(~, fq )= in f~ ~J (#) ,  where ~l  is defined as in Problem B. 
Proof. The equlity can be shown similarly as the proof of Theorem 5 in [4]. [] 
Proposition 3.12 shows that the point sets ~,  and ~ determined by (3.17) yield a solution of 
Proposition B as n--+ ee. However, the computation of such point sets is cumbersome already for 
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modest values of n. Therefore, it is not attractive to determine iteration parameters for the iterative 
method (1.6) and (1.7) from these point sets. 
We next describe a triangular scheme for the determination of sequences of points {Zn}~ E ~-f 
and {Wn}n~l E f~, that are analogous to sequences of Bagby points. These sequences are much easier 
to compute than the point sets determined by (3.17). We will show that in many cases the iteration 
parameters determined by this analog of Bagby points gives an asymptotically optimal rate of con- 
vergence of the iterative method (1.6) and (1.7) for a given ratio of M/N as M + N---* co. We let 
the measure v be -b6o and adopt the notation of Levin and Saff [20]. Thus, let p, q ELr + be such 
that p/q = M/N as M + N ~ c~. Introduce 
a :=z := P b := l -z := q 
p+q'  p+q"  
Among all probability measures Its-, It~ on ~,  if, we want to find a measure 
It := "rIt~ - ( 1 - z)it~¢ 
that minimizes 
inf Pt~+b6o - -  sup Pu+b60. 
We will demonstrate that our analog of Bagby points in many cases yields an asymptotically op- 
timal rate of convergence by showing that a corresponding sequence of discrete measures an con- 
verges weak-, to a measure a that satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.11. To this end, we state 
two well-known properties of weak-, limits of measures with compact support; for proofs see, 
e.g., [18, 22]. 
Proposition 3.13 (Principle of descent). Let # and {#n}~ be positive measures with supports lyin9 
in a f ixed compact subset of  cg and let #, converge weak-, to It. Then for any sequence of  points 
{z,},~ 1 with z, ~ z, we have 
lim inf p~,, ( z, ) >~ pu( z ). 
n----~ (X3 
Proposition 3.14 (Lower envelope theorem). Under the same hypothesis as in Proposition 3.13, 
l iminfpu.(z) = pu(z) q.e. in c~. n ---~ oo 
We are in a position to describe our first scheme for generating a certain analog of Bagby 
points :pick any Zl E ~ and Wl E f#. Determine points Zn+l E ~ and wn+~ E if, such that the quotients 
n 2 q 
• __ H j= I  [Zn+l - -  zjIP [Zn+llPq/lZn+l -- wjIP 
On' - -  n j= l  IW.+I zjlP------qlwn+,lq2/lw.-"~+i----wJ[ --~2' 
are maximal. Thus, Zn+l satisfies 
I - I  [Zn+l -- zJ[P[Zn+I]q = suP ~I  [Z -- zJIP[z[ q, 
j=l  ]Zn+l ~ WJ[----q zE'~r j= l  [Z ~ W~'[q 
n ---- 1,2,. . . ,  (3.18) 
Zn+ 1 ~ ,~,  (3.19) 
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and Wn+ 1 satisfies 
f i  . . . . . .  n [W -- Zj[PlwI q [Wn+l --zs[Plw,+l[q inf ]1  ---~--S~lq ' w,+l C~9. (3.20) 
j=l Iw~+l -- wj[q wc~=~ [w-- wjl 
The points Z,+l and W,+l yield zeros aj and reciprocal values of  poles bk of the rational function 
(2.10) by 
a,p+l:=a,p+2: . . . .  :=ap(,+l) :=Zn+l, n=0,1  . . . . .  (3.21) 
bnq+l :=  bnq+2 : . . . .  :=  bq(n+l) :=  1/Wn+l, n = 0, 1 , . . . .  (3 .22)  
The a s and 1/bk are analogs of points introduced by Bagby [5]. We will show that the iterative 
method (1.6) and (1.7) based on the parameters (3.21) and (3.22) gives an asymptotically optimal 
rate of convergence with respect o ~ and f#; cf. (3.4). 
Introduce the measures 
]An :=  - -  (1 - -  :=  • 
j=l / 
Then 
-1  
(p  + q)2n logB, = "c inf P~.+b,5o -- (1 - "c) sup~ Pm+b,5o. 
We can write (3.19) in the form 
p~.+b~o(Zn+l) = inf p~.+b~o(Z), Z,+I C ~-, (3.23) 
zEg~- 
and (3.20) as 
Pu.+b~o(Wn+l) = sup Pu.+b~o(W), Wn+l E (#. (3.24) 
wEf~ 
Following Levin and Saff [20], let 
0,(n a) := (1 - z)#(~ 2). 0,(1) :=  
Then 
]An ~ O" n :~  0 -(1) __ ). 
Similarly, as in [20], we get a subsequence {nk}k~l of positive integers, such that 0,(1) __~ 0,(1) and 
a (2) --~ 0 ,(2) as k ~ c~z, and such that the measure a := 0,(1) _ 0.(2) is a competitor for the minimization nk 
problem. We remark that by the definition of  the measures a(~ 1) and 0,(2), it also holds for the 
1 ~ _(1) 0.(1 ) _(2) 0 -(2) k --* translated subsequence {nk + }k=l that ---* and ~ as oo. °nk+l Onk+l 
Proposition 3.15. I f  the ful l  sequence {O'n)n°°=l of  signed measures converges in the weak-* sense 
to the signed measure a, then a satisfies the hypothesis o f  Lemma 3.11, i.e., there exist constants 
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d~ and d~, such that 
{ <~ ds~ on supp ~ (1~, 
P~+b6o >/d~ q.e. on ~,  
>1 d~ on supp o "(2), 
Pg+b~o <~ d~ q.e. on ~#. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.14 and the fact that suppO'(n2 ) and suppo "(2) are contained in if, there is a 
subset o,~ of cg with capacity zero, such that 
p~(2~(w) -- lira inf p~,2~(w), w E cg\o,Y ~. (3.25) 
k----~ oo ~k 
Fix fi,/~ E supp o-(2)\JU. We want to show that 
p~r+b,~o(Ct) = pcr+b6o(b ). 
We can find a subsequence of the points {w.k+l}~l (which we also denote by {w.~+~}~=~ ) with 
w.~+l --~ ft. By (3.24), 
p% +b~o(Wnk+Z ) = sup p% +b~o(W) >~ p% +b~o(b). 
wE~ 
Thus, 
p,r~k)(Wnk+l ) -- p,7(2k)(Wn,+l ) -- b log IWn,+l J/> p,,~,,(b ) - p,~(~,([~) - b log I/~[, 
and, therefore, 
p~(w,~+l ) ~< p,~,~(wn~+l ) - b log - -  
It follows that 
Wnk+l I
It;I 
+ 
, laL  ^ 
lim~_~o~inf p,~(2k,(Wnk+l ) <~ p~(1,(fi) -- p~,,(b) -- b log 1-~ + limk~o~inf p~2k, (b). 
Finally, using (3.25), 
lim inf p~(2](/~) = po~2~(/~) (because/~ ¢/o,~) 
k---~ cx3 
and Proposition 3.13, which gives 
l im in f  pa(2)(Wnk+l ) ~ pcr(2)(a), k-.-.oo nk 
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we obtain 
p~,2,(fi) <~ p~,,,(fi) - p~,,(b ) - b log ~ + po,2,(b). 
This shows that 
p~+~60(/~) < P~+br0(~)- 
Reversing the roles of fi and/~, we see that 
p~+b~0(fi) = p~+b6o([O. 
Thus, P~+b~o is constant q.e. on supp 0 -(2), and a similar argument shows that P~+b60 is constant q.e. 
on supp a (1), also. If we replace b by any point w E ff\(supp 0 .(2) U #f), then the same argument used 
above shows that 
p~+bro(W) <~ p~+b~o(fi). 
Again, a similar argument shows that P~+bro satisfies the appropriate inequalilty q.e. on ~-. [] 
An application of Lemma 3.11 shows that, in this setting, the analog (3.21) and (3.22) of Bagby 
points yields an asymptotically optimal rate of convergence with respect o ~- and ~#. In fact, it 
follows from Remark 3.3 that 
l imsup min {maxz~ IFM, N(Z)[~I/(M+N) 
M+U~o~ aj,b~ee, \ minzE~¢ IrM, N(Z)I J 
l imsup min ( maxze~ lrM'N(Z)[ ) 1/(M+N) (3.26) 
M+N-~o~ aj E ~- \ minze~ [rM, N(Z)I 
bkE~ -E 
where, as usual, rM, N is defined by (2.10), and ~R := {Z: Iz[ ~<R}. Equality holds in (3.26) for any 
O<R<cx~ with ~, f f -~  C~R. 
4. Generation of iteration parameters 
This section presents algorithms for generating several analogs of Bagby points. One such gen- 
eralization was given by (3,21) and (3.22). We also describe other generalizations that (i) allow 
a more general ratio of M/N as M + N ~ cx~ (Algorithm 4.2), and (ii) adaptively seek to deter- 
mine a relation between M and N that yields a small value of the limit (3.4) as M + N ~ c~ 
(Algorithm 4.3). Analogues of these algorithms for generating iteration parameters for ADI iterative 
methods for Sylvester's equation (1.5) have previously been described in [7, 19, 20]. Section 4.1 
describes the algorithms. Computed examples are presented in Section 4.2. 
4.1. Algorithms 
Our first algorithm determines the points (3.21) and (3.22). The points z, and w, might not 
be uniquely determined by (3.19) and (3.20). Therefore, the parameters aj and bk might not be 
uniquely determined by (3.21) and (3.22). The possible nonunicity does not cause any difficulties 
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in applications. The initial parameters al and bl are chosen with the aim of making the expression 
(3.5) small already for small values of M and N. 
Algorithm 4.1 (M/N= p/q, p,q E ~+). Choose al E ~ and bl E (i-l, such that [a~ -b l I=maxo~ 
bE ~- -  I 
[a -b[ ;  Zl :=al ;  Wl := 1/bl; For n= 1,2,.. . ,  determine {Zn+l,Wn+l} according to (3.19) and (3.20), 
and compute the aj and bk from (3.21) and (3.22). 
Algorithm 4.1 requires the ratio of the numerator and denominator degrees of (2.10) to satisfy 
M/N = p/q, where p and q are given positive integers. Algorithm 4.2 below presents a scheme 
for generating an analog of Bagby points when M/N is required to converge to a positive number 
only. Numerical examples in Section 4.2 indicate that the limits (3.4) obtained by the rational 
functions (2.10) generated by Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 are the same. 
Algorithm 4.2 (M/N ~ ~, ~ > 0). Choose al E ~,~ and bl E (i-l, such that [al -bll= max o~ [a - 
bEf~-- I
b I ;M: :N : : I ;  
for f :=  1,2,... do 
/f[~_U+lM < I ~ - -#-~[M or [~_M+IN : ]~- -~[M and a <-yi then 
Choose aM+l E ~,  such that IrM, N(aM+l)[ = m~irM, u(z)]; M :----M + 1 
else 
Choose bN+l E (i-l, such that -l IrM, N(bN+l)[ = min IrM, N(Z)[; N :=N + 1 
zE~ 
endif 
end f 
Algorithm 4.2 determines numerator degree M and denominator degree N, so that the ratio M/N 
is close to a given value ~ >0. Algorithm 4.3 below also seeks to determine a ratio of M and N, 
such that maxz~ [rM, N(z) i /minz~ [rM, N(Z)[ is small. In each step of the algorithm we determine 
one new zero and one new pole, and this defines ri+l,N and rM, N+I, respectively. If
maXz~ [rM+,,N(z)[ <~ max~c~IrM, U+l(Z)l 
min~ [rM+I,N(Z)[ min~irM,~+l(Z)[ ' 
then we choose rM+I,N as our new rational function, otherwise we choose rM, N+I. In this manner 
each step of the algorithm increases either the numerator or denominator degree. 
Algorithm 4.3 (M/N determined adaptively). Choose al E~, ~ and bl E (i -l, such that lax-b1[= 
max o~- [a -b [ ;  M: - -N :=I ;  
bE~-- I  
fo rd := l ,2 , . . ,  do 
Choose aM+l E~,  such that IrU, N(aM+l)[----max [rM, N(Z)[; zE ~ r
Choose bN+l E (i- l ,  such that [rM, N(bN1+I)[ = min [rM, N(Z)I; 
zE~ 
,fmaxz   IrM+l,N(z)l/m  IrM+l, (z)l max Ir  ,+l(z)l then 
M:- -M+ 1 
else 
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N:=N+I  
endif 
end 
4.2. Computations with Alyorithms 4.1-4.3 
Let sets ~- and f# as well as ~ :=M + N be fixed, and apply Algorithm 4.3. The algorithm 
determines a ratio ~ :----M/N, as well as a value /~:=E(dM, MN), of the expression (3.5). In order 
to determine whether the ratio & is suitable, we apply Algorithm 4.2 to the same sets o~, f# and 
value of ~- -M + N. Algorithm 4.2 requires the specification of a ratio ~ :=M/N, and yields zeros 
and poles that determine the expression (3.5), which we denote by E, in order to emphasize the 
dependence of this expression on ~. Numerous numerical experiments suggest hat E~ is close to 
inf~>0E~. Moreover, we found E~ to be close to the value of/~. 
A comparison of Algorithms 4.2 and 4.3 with Algorithm 4.1 shows that the former often give 
a smaller value of the expression (3.5). In agreement with this observation, we found that the it- 
erative method (1.6) and (1.7) typically requires fewer iterations to yield an accurate approximate 
solution of (1.1) when the iteration parameters are generated by Algorithm 4.3, than when they 
are determined by Algorithms 4.1 or 4.2. The latter is illustrated in Section 6. However, we note 
that when the integer p in Algorithm 4.1 is chosen larger than unity, then the fact that p con- 
secutive iteration parameters aj are identical implies that the matrix I -  ajB in (1.6) has to be 
factored only every p applications of (1.6). Similarly, if q>l  in Algorithm 4.1, then the matrix 
I -  bjA has to be factored only every q applications of (1.7). These savings may make the iterative 
method (1.6) and (1.7) based on parameters determined by Algorithm 4.1 competitive in terms of 
computer time required with the iterative method based on parameters computed by Algorithms 4.2 
and 4.3. 
The computations displayed in this subsection were carried out on an HP9000/720 workstation i  
double precision arithmetic, i.e., with about 15 significant digits. 
Example 4.4. Let ~ := [-1.047 × 101, -9.552 × 10 -3 ] and f# := [1.379 x 10 -2, 7.249]. These sets arise 
in the image restoration problem discussed in Example 6.1 when the signal-to-noise ratio is 10 dB. 
Fig. 1 shows lOgl0(E(d~,MN)) determined with parameters aj and bj generated by Algorithm 4.3 
(continuous curve), Algorithm 4.2 with ~ -- 1 (dashed curve) and Algorithm 4.1 with p = q = 1 
( dash-dotted curve). The graphs how log 10 (E(~Ca4, MN )) as a function o f M + N for 2 ~< M + N ~< 50. 
Our choice of parameters ~,p and q are motivated by that fact that Algorithm 4.3 for M + N = 50 
26 gave the ration M/N---- ~ ~ 1. The figure shows that E(dM,~N) generated by Algorithm 4.3 for 
most values of M + N is smaller than the corresponding quantity generated by the other algorithms. 
Note that E(dM, MN) associated with Algorithms 4.2 and 4.3 is evaluated for every increment of 
M + N by one, while E(dM,~N) associated with Algorithm 4.1 is evaluated for every increment 
of M + N by two. 
Example 4.5. Let ~- := [-10, -0.1] and f# := [0.1,0.5]. Tables 1 and 2 show the quantity E(dM, 
MN) for parameters a/ and bj generated by Algorithms 4.1-4.3. The tables illustrate that E(dM,~N) 
may converge faster to zero as M + N increases if we allow M to differ significantly from N. 
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Fig. 1. lOglo(E(dM , ~N)) as a function of  M + N for Algorithms 4.1-4.3, SNR = 10dB. 
Table 1 
~ = [ -10 , -0 .1 ] ,  ~ = [0.1,0.51 
p=l ,q=l  p=l ,q=4 
Alg. 4.1 Alg. 4.1 Alg. 4.3 
M + N M N E(.g]M,,~N) M N E(S]M,,~N) M N E(d~CM,~N ) 
10 5 5 2.11 x 10 -3 2 8 2.42 x 10 1 3 7 1.11 x 10 -3 
20 10 10 2.02 x 10 -6 4 16 2.20 x 10 -4 5 15 6.38 × 10 -8 
30 15 15 5.81 x 10 -1° 6 24 1.04 x 10 -8 9 21 3.28 x 10 -12 
40 20 20 1.69 × 10 -13 8 32 3.83 × 10 -14 9 31 3.13 x 10 -16 
50 25 25 4.11 x 10 -17 10 40 4.82 x 10 -17 11 39 5.01 x 10 -21 
Table 2 
~ = [ -10 , -0 .1 ] ,  ~ = [0.1,0.5] 
= 1 c~ = 1/4 c~ = 1/5 
Alg. 4.2 Alg. 4.2 Alg. 4.2 
M + N M N E(d~M,,~N) M N E(J~CM,~N) M N E(J;~M,~N) 
10 5 5 5.15 x 10 -3 2 8 7.13 x 10 -4 2 8 6.32 x 10 -4 
20 10 10 1.04 x 10 -5 4 16 5.24 × 10 -7 3 17 2.66 x 10 -8 
30 15 15 1.28 x 10 -9 6 24 2.29 x 10 -12 5 25 3.19 x 10 -12 
40 20 20 6.33 x 10 -13 8 32 1.92 × 10 -16 7 33 2.18 × 10 -16 
50 25 25 1.19 x 10 -17 10 40 3.68 x 10 -20 8 42 4.35 x 10 -21 
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5. An application to image restoration 
We describe an application of Eq. (1.1) to the computation of the minimum mean-square error 
estimate of a two-dimensional image in the presence of white Gaussian noise. We use the notation 
of Andrews and Hunt [3], who present a derivation of the equations below. Further details can also 
be found in [7]. A recent survey of many iterative methods for image restoration is presented by 
Lagendijk and Biemond [17]. 
Let F be an s × t matrix of samples from the image normalized to have zero mean, and let 
f :=vec(F), cf. (1.2). The components o f f  are generally not statistically independent; their depen- 
dency is described by the covariance matrix o f f ,  which we denote by 4~f. In the present application 
• f is assumed to be known, but f is not. 
Let the vector !/ represent white Gaussian oise with variance a~, and suppose that ~/ is added to 
f during transmission of the image. The vector 
g : - - f  +g,  (5.1) 
represents he available degraded image. A fundamental problem in image restoration is the recovery 
of the original image f from the degraded image g. A linear filter L is a linear operator which 
determines an estimate f of the original image f from the corrupted image g, i.e., 
/ :=  Lg. (5.2) 
Let e :=f -  f denote the error in the estimated image, and consider the linear filter that minimizes 
the mean-square error. It is given by 
L := + (5.3) 
where ~ := o21 is the covariance matrix of the noise. Thus, the minimum mean-square error esti- 
mate f of the original image f can be computed from the degraded image g by solving the linear 
system of equations 
(I + ~n~- l ) f  =g.  (5.4) 
The linear filter defined by (5.3) is often referred to as a Wiener filter. 
It is commonly assumed that the variability of the image in the horizontal direction is unrelated 
to the variability in the vertical direction. Then the covariance matrix ~S can be expressed as a 
Kronecker product 
• s = ® (5.5) 
where ~0x is the covariance matrix of the vector in the horizontal direction of the image and ~y the 
covariance matrix of the vector in the vertical direction. Substituting (5.5) and the special from of 
• , into (5.4) yields 
(I q- O'2Oyl ® Oxl)jf = g. (5.6) 
This system is of the form (1.3) and can therefore be solved by the iterative method (1.6) and (1.7). 
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Often the matrices ~x and ~y have a structure that can be used in computations. A common 
simplifying assumption in image restoration is that the image is modeled by a separable first-order 
Markov process. Then the covariance matrices q~x and ~y are of the form 
• = = aR=, 
where 
1 
P= 
Rz = p2 
z E {x, y}, (5.7) 
Pz p2 . . . 
1 Pz "'. " 
p= ".. ".. p~ , (5.8) 
"'. "'. 1 p= 
" " " P~ Pz 1 
where Pz is the adjacent element correlation in the z-direction, o -z is the variance of the image F, 
and a := v/~.  Matrices of the form (5.8) are also known as Kac-Murdock-Szeg6 matrices; see [16] 
for a discussion of their properties. In particular, their inverses Rz a, z E {x, y}, are tridiagonal with 
explicitly known entries, 
1 -pz  0 
-Pz 1 + pZ= -Pz 
-p~ 1 + p~ -p= 
Rj -1 =(1 - pz)-'(1 +pz)  -~ ".. ".. ".. (5.9) 
-p= 1 + -pz  
0 -Pz  1 
An application of Gershgorin's disks to Rz 1 yields that 
~(Rz l )C  + Pz' 1 -- " 
Recently, Cheong and Morgera [8] considered the solution of the system (5.6), with ~x and ~y 
given by (5.7), by iterative methods and proposed a stationary Richardson iteration scheme. They 
found this scheme to be competitive with techniques based on the fast Fourier transform algorithm. 
In order to apply the iterative method (1.6) and (1.7), we write (5.6) as 
P + = a, (5.11) 
where F and G are s x t matrices, such that f = vee(/~) and g = vet(G). The simple form of R~ -1 
and R;  1 makes the application of the solution method (1.6) and (1.7) attractive. In Section 6 we 
compare this solution method with the conjugate gradient (CG) method applied to the solution of 
(5.6). The method (1.6) and (1.7) is found to yield faster convergence than the CG method, and it 
is well known that the latter method in general, converges much faster than stationary Richardson 
iteration. We also compare the method (1.6) and (1.7) with a preconditioned CG method. 
We remark that the iterative method (1.6) and (1.7) is attractive to use also when the matrices ~x 
and ~y differ from (5.7) and (5.8). For instance, when they are symmetric positive definite Toeplitz 
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matrices, the method can be implemented efficiently by using a superfast Toeplitz solver, such as 
the one developed by Ammar and Gragg [15 2]. 
6. Computed examples 
Let the matrices in (1.6) and (1.7) be given by 
A := -a~RYl'a B := a"R-1 C := G. 
O" x ' 
The iterates XM+ N then are approximations of the estimated image F, and in agreement with (2.8)5 
we choose X0:= G as our initial approximation. The iterative method (1.6) and (1.7) furnishes 
improved approximations XM+N of F. It follows from (5.10) that the sets 
~- := 
f#:= 
a 1 -py '  a 1 
[~ 1 -px  a~ l+px]  
" - - - - 5  - -  " 5 
l+px  a l~ j  
(6.1) 
satisfy (3.2). Note that for aM E ~ and bN E c~-1, the matrices I - aMB and I - bNA are tridiagonal 
symmetric positive definite. We use the Choleski faetorization of I -  aMB when XM+N is deter- 
mined by (1.6), and the Choleski factorization o f / -  buA when XM+N is computed by (1.7). These 
factorizations can be computed in only O(t) and O(s) arithmetic operations, respectively. 
For comparison we also solve (5.6) by the CG method, using initial vector f0 :=g- Each iteration 
by the CG method requires the computation of a matrix-vector product with the matrix Ry 1 ®R;  1 
and a few operations with st-vectors, see, e.g., [13]. A comparison of the arithmetic work required 
for one iteration by the method (1.6) and (1.7) with the work required for one iteration by the CG 
method can proceed as follows. Assume that both s and t are much smaller than their product st. 
Then, when applying (1.6), we can ignore the work required to form the matrices A -aMI  and 
I -  aMB, and to compute the Choleski factorization of the latter matrix. Similarly, when applying 
(1.7), we can ignore the work required to form I - buA and B - bN I ,  and to compute the Choleski 
factorization of the former matrix. After these simplifications, we find that one iteration by the CG 
method requires about st more arithmetic operations than one iteration by either formula (1.6) or 
(1.7). The work required to determine the iteration parameters aM and bu is ignored because it is 
independent of s and t. 
Often linear systems of equations that are to be solved by the CG method are preconditioned in
order to increase the rate of convergence and thereby reduce the computational effort necessary to 
determine a solution; see [13]. We would like to use a preconditioner with the properties (i) it is easy 
to determine, and (ii) the number of arithmetic operations required for multiplying the preconditioner 
by a vector is not larger than the number of arithmetic operations required for multiplying the matrix 
I -A  @ B T by a vector. In view of that the matrices A and B are tridiagonal, requirement (ii) limits the 
choice of preconditioner considerably. In our examples, we use the diagonal submatrix of I -A  ®B x 
as a preconditioner. This preconditioner satisfies both requirements (i) and (ii). We refer to the so 
preconditioned conjugate gradient method as the PCG method. 
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We turn to the description of the computed examples. Let F be an s x t matrix that represents an 
image, i.e., let the entries of P represent pixel values. In our examples each pixel is represented by 
eight bits, and each entry of P is an integer between 0 and 255. Compute the mean/~ of the entries 
of P and form 
F : :  P -  peseVt, 
where ej--[1, 1 . . . . .  1]wE ~J. Let a 2 be the variance of the entries of F, and let Px and py be the 
adjacent element correlation of the entries of F in the x- and y-direction, respectively. Generate 
white Gaussian noise with variance a~ and add to F. The matrix G + pesef represents the noisy 
image, and G represents he noisy image modified to have zero mean. The variance a~ is chosen to 
yield a specific signal-to-noise ratio 
SNR := 10 log10 dB. 
Introduce the norm for H = [hij] E N~xt, 
I l g l l ,  = max Ihijl. 
U 
We terminate the iterations by the method (1.6) and (1.7) as soon as the difference between two 
consecutive iterates atisfies 
IIXM+N -- XM+N-1 [[* < 1 (6.2) 2" 
Let the final iterate generated be denoted by X~+~. Then the restored image P is obtained from 
P := int(XM+g + #ese T). (6.3) 
The operator int in (6.3) rounds each entry of the matrix to the closest integer, replaces negative 
entries by zero, and replaces entries larger than 255 by 255. The stopping criterion used for the CG 
method is analogous to (6.2). Continued iteration after the criterion (6.2) was satisfied id not yield 
images that could be distinguished by visual inspection from the images presented. Moreover, the 
restored images F obtained by the different iterative methods could not be distinguished visually. 
We show only one of the restored pictures and refer to it as the restored image. 
The computations for this subsection were carried out on an HP9000/720 workstation in single 
precision arithmetic, i.e., with about 7 significant digits. 
Example 6.1. Let P be a 240 x 256 matrix that represents an uncorrupted image with variance 
0 .2 = 2.966 x 103 and adjacent element correlations px = 0.9164 and py = 0.9414. White Gaussian oise 
with variance 0 .2 ---2.966 × 102 is generated in order to obtain the matrix G as described above with 
SNR = 10dB. Formulas (6.1) give the sets Y and f~ used in Example 4.1. Fig. 2 shows the degraded a" 
image represented by the matrix G + ~e240e256, where # is the average of the entries of F. Table 3 
displays the number of iterations required to compute the restored image/~ given by (6.3). Fig. 3 
shows the image F. The iterative methods compared in Table 3 are the method (1.6) and (1.7) with 
iteration parameters generated by Algorithm 4.1 with p = q = 1 (refered to as "Alg. 4.1, p = q = 1"), 
the method (1.6) and (1.7) with parameters determined by Algorithm 4.3 (referred to as "Alg. 4.3") 
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Fig. 2. 240 × 256 pixels, degraded image, SNR= 10dB. 
Table 3 
Number of iterations 
SNR = 10 dB 
required to restore Fig. 2 with 
Number of iterations 
Method M+N N ~/ 
Alg. 4.l, p=q= 1 14 7 7 
Alg. 4.3 12 3 9 
CG 18 
PCG 18 
and the CG method. The table shows the iterative methods based on (1.6) and (1.7) to require fewer 
iterations, and therefore fewer arithmetic operations, than the CG method. The PCG method requires 
the same number of iterations as the CG method. 
Example 6.2. The degraded image to be restored in this example differs from the one in 
Example 6.1 only in the signal-to-noise ratio. For the present example, SNR = 5 dB. This corresponds 
to a 2 = 9.379 x l02, and yields ~-= [ -  1.862 x 101, -1.699 x l0 -2] and N = [2.453 x 10 -2, 1.289 x 101]. 
The number of iterations required to restore the image of the present example is shown in Table 
4. Changing the signal-to-noise ratio scales the sets o ~ and N; see (6.1). As noted in Section 3.1, 
the quantities E(sJM,~N) given by (3.5) are invariant under such scalings. We therefore expect 
that the number of iterations required by the method (1.6) and (1.7) does not vary much with the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the degraded image. Tables 2 and 4 are in agreement with this observation. 
We also note that the number of iterations required by the CG method increases as the signal-to- 
noise ratio decreases. Again, the PCG method requires the same number of iterations as the CG 
method. 
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Fig. 3. 240 x 256 pixels, restored image. 
Table 4 
Number of iterations required to restore analog of Fig. 2 
with SNR = 5 dB 
Number of iterations 
Method //7/+~" _~ ~/ 
Alg. 4.1, p=q= 1 16 8 8 
Alg. 4.3 13 3 10 
CG 29 
PCG 29 
We remark that the results of this section cannot be compared with the corresponding results in 
[7], where Eq. (5.11) is transformed into a Sylvester's equation, because the original (undegraded) 
image used in the present paper is smoother. 
7. Conclusions 
This paper describes and analyzes several variants of ADI iterative methods for the solution of 
the Eq. (1.1). Numerical examples uggest hat these methods, when applied to image restoration, 
are competitive with the CG algorithm. 
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